
Developing Core 
Literacy Proficiencies
Program Guide

FOSTERING CREATIVITY  
& CRITICAL THINKING



Four Core  
Literacy Proficiencies
The Developing Core Literacy Proficiencies Program is a student-centered, teacher-
empowering ELA program that fosters student creativity and critical thinking essential 
for success in college, careers, and civic life. 

The four literacy proficiencies provide a foundational framework for instruction. 
The Program includes texts and instructional units to introduce and develop  
each proficiency. 
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Knowledge, Literacy Skills 
and Academic Habits 
A Comprehensive Framework for Instruction and Assessment

The program builds content and conceptual Knowledge, and develops 20 Literacy Skills 
and 12 Academic Habits essential for success in college and career. These Skills, 
Habits and Knowledge form the central instructional and assessment objectives for  
a year-long progression of learning.
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The Odell Education 
Literacy Toolbox 
A Comprehensive Set of Supporting Materials

The Program’s Literacy Toolbox includes graphic organizers, informational handouts, 
rubrics and checklists to support student learning and to evaluate progress. Each tool 
has been carefully designed for flexible use across the four core units and in extended 
instructional contexts with a variety of learners. The Literacy Toolbox is provided in 
Teacher and Student Editions.
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Innovative  
Instructional Design
Multiple Uses and Models of Implementation 

The innovative Program is flexible and adaptable, empowering educators to 
personalize the curriculum to meet the needs of their classrooms.

The CLP Program can be used as:

• A coherent framework for a comprehensive Grades 6-12 literacy program
• The foundation of year-long ELA curriculum
• Supplemental instruction for enrichment and intervention
• Drop-in units within existing curricular sequences
• Models for locally-developed curriculum and teacher training
• A resource bank of adaptable graphic organizers, handouts, instructional activities, 

lesson sequences, assessment tools, and texts
• A framework and set of resources for teaching literacy across content areas
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Framework for  
Year-Long Instruction
The foundational framework of the Program’s instructional objectives, activities, and 
supporting materials can be extended to additional locally chosen texts to create a 
personalized, comprehensive year-long learning progression.

Extension activities with locally chosen texts can occur in a variety of ways: from 
accountable independent reading, to shorter lessons with additional topically-related 
texts, to text-based units built around locally chosen novels.

The Program supports teachers in the design and delivery of their personalized year  
of instruction with a suite of resources and models.



Coherent Literacy 
Instruction for Grades 6-12
The spiraling curriculum of the CLP Program provides coherence for student learning, 
teacher planning, and school and district curriculum across grades 6-12. Students 
continue their development of the core proficiencies working each year with increasing 
sophistication and independence, and with more complex topics and texts. 
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© 2017 Odell Education

About 
Odell Education (OE) is dedicated to fostering creativity and 
critical thinking. OE has developed nationally validated and 
acclaimed literacy curriculum, and collaborates with schools, 
states and organizations on assessments, curriculum and 
professional development.

Contact 
For more information about purchasing and implementing  
the program, contact us at info@odelleducation.com.

Developing Core Literacy Proficiencies Books  
Available at wiley.com/go/coreliteracy

odelleducation.com

http://odelleducation.com/
http://ca.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-828723.html

